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Kane’s Donuts: Our Story

It started in 1955...a classic New England town’s love affair with a homemade donut so delicious, 
50-year loyalists deem it their go-to spot for launching their day, while destination diners plan 
vacations around their visits.

Yes, 1955 was the year Kane’s Donuts opened its doors to residents of Saugus, Mass., a blue-collar 
enclave outside Boston’s city limits. Today, amid a sea of sameness from donut shops and 
breakfast joints that try to compete with cookie-cutter locations, Kane’s is a Massachusetts icon 
with a steadfast tradition of serving artisanal donuts prepared fresh daily.

Owned by only two families in its long history of making satisfying, single-serving guilty pleasures 
commonly known as donuts (...and did we mention the homemade, black raspberry and cream-
filled Bismarks?), the Kane family’s legacy continues with five Delios siblings invested in the 
success of the business. 

People call this place quaint, with its coastal colors, local artwork, and family-friendly atmosphere 
that pays no neverminds to bursts from even the littlest donut hole eater. But fun aside, the 
quality of our products speak for themselves: From television to print, our award-winning donuts 
have landed Kane’s on national “Top 10 Best Of” lists honoring the finest in our specialty’s genre. 

Pick up a regular donut and all you see is a hole. Look through the hole of a Kane’s donut, and 
you’ll see our legacy of authenticity. Spiced. Sprinkled. Frosted. Glazed. Pillowy. Creamy. Gooey. 
Refined. Decadent. Delicious. Since donut eating needs no reason, come taste our legacy. 

We’re waiting….



Kane’s Donuts: Fact Sheet

Business Description:  Kane’s Donuts is an iconic New England 
     shop serving an unparalleled variety of 
     artisanal donuts made fresh daily, using 
     the finest local and regional ingredients whenever 
     possible. 

Founders (1955-1988):	 Bob and June Kane

Owners (1988-present):  	 Peter and Kay Delios (ret.)
	 	 	 	 	 Paul Delios
	 	 	 	 	 Stephen Delios
	 	 	 	 	 Catherine Delios
	 	 	 	 	 Maria Delios
	 	 	 	 	 Peter Delios Jr.

Menu Items:	 	 	 Nationally recognized donuts, coffee 
	 	 	 	 	 rolls, Bismarks, and holiday pies; breakfast 
	 	 	 	 	 sandwiches; coffee, hot chocolate, tea; blended 
	 	 	 	 	 coffee beverages	

Seating:	 	 	 	 Indoor (27) and seasonal outdoor patio (20)

Handicapped Accessible:	 Yes (ramp)

Media + Sales Contact: 	 	 Paul Delios
     617.320.8948  •  kanesdonuts@verizon.net
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Kane’s Donuts: Our Recipes for Success

Kane’s colossal coffee roll was developed by 
Peter Delios Sr. as a fun way to feed a 
family (or, just four hungry men!). 
Nothing starts a conversation quite 
like it! Available with honey glaze or 
cinnamon frosting.

Kane’s couldn’t be more proud of its 

unparalleled variety that changes with the 

seasons (...and the Delios family’s whim!). 

Nestled amid the standbys are one-of-a-

kind flavors like Creme Brûlée, Reese’s 

Pieces, Peanut Butter and Jelly, and even 

Turtle. Our rotating choices make it easy 

for fans to make Kane’s a daily habit.

Every Kane’s donut is an artisanal, product featuring local ingredients whenever possible. Always fresh and never pre-made, our diners know the difference between what comes from our ovens and what doesn’t.



Kane’s Donuts: Featured Amenities
Early Hours
Need a bite and a cuppa real early? The 
Delios siblings start arriving at 2 a.m. to be 
ready for the day’s first customers, making 
Kane’s perfect for folks working wee-hour 
shifts.

Corporate Delivery  

Kane’s delivers orders in and around Boston, 
helping to take the mundane out of any mid-
morning meeting.

Parking and Patio
Whether ordering to go or meeting friends 
to sit and stay, Kane’s newly renovated 
parking lot with seasonal umbrella seating 
makes enjoying sweet treats in New 
England’s fresh air a true breeze.

Classic Donut-Shop Style
Charming in every way, Kane’s indoor 
tables and window-side stools provide 
ample space for nibbling while waiting 
for special orders like holiday pies, or 
our famous Donut Wedding Cake.
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Printable Coupons
Only 24 Hours Left to Download Your Coupons. Save up to 90% Off.

kgbdeals.com

Restaurant Furniture Sale

Quality Seating, Booths, Tables. Quick Ship. Lowest Price Guarantee!

www.seatingexpert.com

Indie doughnuts with big-time taste

Glazed or powdered, plain or fancy, these sweet treats have histories and fiercely loyal fans

March 09, 2011 | Glenn Yoder, Globe Staff

One must get up at the crack of dawn to eat doughnuts as the baker intended: hot from the

oven. Writing about the best independent doughnut shops around Greater Boston isn’t as

sweet as it sounds. There’s the early hour and the need to exercise quite a bit more when you’re

eating or sampling more than 40 doughnuts in a four-day span. But who’s complaining?

These 16 local bakeries and restaurants have survived the turf wars with Dunkin’ Donuts, many

supported for decades by a fiercely loyal clientele. To compile this list, our readers nominated

their favorites, and we asked around town before finally sampling. Each tasting day began with

a different team to gain different perspectives. After all, some people like glazed, some people

like plain.

The consensus: Ohlin’s is the favorite, followed by (in no order) Anna’s, Kane’s, Lyndell’s, and

Verna’s. All five have deep roots in their neighborhoods and deservedly sparkling reputations.

Of course, they’re easy to compare, since they all make a traditional version. Flour and

Japonaise doughnuts are both delicious, but difficult to match up with the rest of the group,

which is tough for categorizing.

Regardless, around these parts, you don’t have to look far to find a great doughnut, traditional

or otherwise.

Anna’s Hand Cut Donuts

Even with the considerable disadvantage of being the final stop of the day on our doughnut

route, Anna’s boasts some of the tastiest treats we encounter and a familial atmosphere. “I

know everyone who walks in, I know what they’re getting,’’ says Eleni Keskinidis, who has

owned the shop with her husband, Kosta, for 23 years (it has been open 45 years). Using trans

fat-free oil, the couple bakes fresh doughnuts each morning, highlighted by black raspberry

twists, marble crullers, and delicious cake doughnut holes. 2056 Centre St., West Roxbury,

617-323-2680 ($1.10 each; $12/dozen)

Betty Ann Food Shop

Many shops on this list have a “retro’’ feel, but this favorite of Mayor Thomas M. Menino is like

stepping into the past. Its prices seemingly haven’t modernized either, as this is the cheapest
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2percentOwl — POSTED NOV. 9, 2011 3:38PM EST
report

I'm pretty surprised that Portland Oregon's Voodoo Doughnuts didn't get a mention. If you're inPortland, it's a must-eat! :)

PaulfromNoVa — POSTED SEP. 10, 2011 1:58PM EST
report

This is all a matter of "Donut Localism." Places famous for very little else turn out to be the Home
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Kane’s Donuts, Saugus, MA
Sure, a plain, glazed donut is pretty
standard, but Kane’s does it so well. Show
up early to get it fresh and hot out of the
fryer; the donut will melt in your mouth.
From the outside, this shop looks like a
house, but inside, it’s a cozy diner full of
history: Kane’s has been serving the same
donuts to this community just north of
Boston for 55 years. While the flavors are
pretty basic, the dough is rolled out and
each donut cut by hand, helping give them
that extra something. Be warned: if you
show up after 10 a.m. on a weekend
morning, prepare for slim pickings.
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Randy's Donuts
Los Angeles
Los Angeles has donuts on just about every corner, but you can't beat this legendary stop near LAX. Look

for the huge donut atop the building (a 1952 landmark). The buttermilk and crumb raised donuts are

crowd-pleasers.805 West Manchester Avenue, Inglewood; 310-645-4707; randys-donuts.com

IN THE MAGAZINE | RESTAURANTS

Top 10 Best Places for Donuts
Every culture has fried dough—German Berliners, Italian zeppole, French beignets, and Indian balushahi—but none

can top the gut-busting pleasure of the American donut. It's the latest iconic food to undergo a renaissance; here are

our picks for the best classic and newfangled donut purveyors across the country.

BY Andrew Knowlton
PHOTOGRAPH BY Sian Kennedy

MARCH 2010
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120 Lincoln Avenue
Saugus, MA 01906
(781) 233-8499
www.kanesdonuts.com

Kane's Donuts

There's nothing quite like a hot,
fresh, hand-glazed, honeydipped
donut in the morning. And
there's no donut shop quite like
the world famous Kanes Donuts
in Saugus. 

Paul Delios - Owner, Kanes
Donuts: "I've got Boston cream
right here, and I've got
chocolate honey dipped. " 

This little mom and pop store
with the old fashioned neon sign
has been named one of

America's top ten donut shops, thanks to owner Paul Delios and his family of donut

dynamos. 

Paul Delios - Owner, Kanes Donuts: "Kane's was started in 1955 by Bob and June

Kane. And in 1988, my mon and dad took the shop over. One of the things that

we're pretty famous for is the two pound coffee roll that we make. It's one of the

biggest ones around in the area. Also our honeydips tend to be a little bit more on

the fluffier side. We use real honey, we use real fresh ingredients." 

The crowds line up at Kanes every morning, whether they want to catch up with

neighbors over coffee in the recently renovated dining room, or if they're getting a

couple dozen donuts packed up in Kane's signature box with the see-through hole.

Boston Cream, glazed jelly, cruelers, bismarks. They're not just donuts, they're

Kanes Donuts. 

Paul Delios - Owner, Kanes Donuts: "We make donuts the old fashioned way...

They're getting something that's been made with two hands and made with a lot of

love and care." 

2011
The Boston Globe’s “Indie 
doughnuts with big-time 

taste”

2010
Travel+Leisure: “America’s 

best Donuts”

2010
Bon Appetit: “Top 10 Best 

Places for Donuts”

2010
Northeast Flavor magazine, 

“With Paul Delios you’re 
family”

2010
Television feature on 

Phantom Gourmet

2009
Television feature on Travel 
Channel’s “Donut Paradise”
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DONUT PARADISE

by Laurel D'Agenais

THE ULTIMATE DEEP-FRIED TREAT

D

iStockphoto

onuts. They are our beloved sweet
treats on the run. They're a quick

breakfast, a guilty pleasure, a workplace
snack and a family favorite. There is no
beating the delectable taste of deep-fried
dough. Whether they're twisted, round or
square, these deep-fried snacks keep us
reaching for more.

Cafe Du Monde
New Orleans, Louisiana

Located in the French Quarter on Decatur Street, Cafe Du Monde is America's oldest donut paradise
and the most famous. Since 1862, Cafe Du Monde has been serving up its French-style, puffy square
creations called beignets. How did this French pastry make its way to New Orleans? There are several
stories out there, including one that credits the Ursuline Nuns of France for making the beignet a
culinary fixture of New Orleans.

Kane's Donuts
Saugus, Massachusetts
On Lincoln Avenue in Saugus, MA, you'll find a quaint little donut shop known as Kane's Donuts,
where everyone is family. Since 1955, Kane's donuts have been made the old-fashioned way -- by hand.
Each piece of dough is hand cut then fried in oil. Kane's is also famous for its giant, 32-ounce cinnamon
roll.

Randy's Donuts
Inglewood, California
Even in the health-conscious city of Los Angeles, this donut shop still thrives. All you need to look for is
a sign -- a 50-foot donut that's as famous as any Hollywood landmark. Randy's Donuts was established
in the 1950s and has been a fixture in the community ever since. Located just down the street from Los
Angeles International Airport, pilots in the old days used to look for the donut as a cue of when to land
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